STARTING AND DEEP CYCLE BATTERY FOR MARINE

- TOTAL RELIABILITY
- UP TO 15 TIMES MORE VIBRATION-RESISTANCE
- 100% SPILL-PROOF AND MAINTENANCE FREE
- EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL – DELIVERS TO 100% OF ITS NOMINAL CAPACITY
- QUICK TO RECHARGE USING COMMON CHARGER
The OPTIMA BLUETOP comes in two varieties, which makes it ideal for use in all marine applications. One version is a powerful starter battery that, even when operating in the wettest conditions, or in situations where the battery has not been in use for long periods, delivers maximum power. The other version is a starter/deep cycle battery that also provides power to all your onboard equipment and accessories.

This makes OPTIMA BLUETOP the natural choice for any boat that needs to combine different battery requirements depending on the usage, environment and power needs.

**OPTIMA® BLUETOP®**

**STARTING AND DEEP CYCLE BATTERY FOR MARINE APPLICATIONS**

- **Corrosion resistant terminals**
- **Solid moulded cell connections for increased durability**
- **Self sealing safety valves**
- **Rugged SpiralCell® construction provides maximum vibration resistance and extends product life**
- **Impact resistant polypropylene case**
- **High purity lead grids for long life**
- **Absorbent glass mat separator holds electrolyte like a sponge to eliminate acid spilling**
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